
English/Reading

Mathematics

Science

Art /D&T

As Scientists we will be discovering all about:

Animal Life Cycles – Healthy Animals and Habitats

Changing and growing up, different types of food –
eating healthily, how exercise keeps us healthy, safe 
use of medicines.

We will also be looking at how animals change and 
grow and the habitats they live in.

As Writers and Authors we will be inspired 
by:

Talk for Writing – writing journey tales 
focusing on character setting and writing 
clear and ordered instructions and 
recounting events in a letter

Talk for Reading – Reading and discussing a 
wide range of genres and responding to key 
questions orally and written. 

As Mathematicians we will be 
enquiring all about:
The place value of a number, number 
sequences and rounding numbers up 
and down.  
Addition, subtraction.  Missing number 
problems
Money and time using real life 
Multiplication problems. 

As Artists we will be:

Colour mixing: making and using hot and cold colours –
linked to the Fire of London creating hot colours for flames 
and cold colours for the River Thames. 

As inventors we will be designing:

Photo Frames: investigating and making stable structures.  
Designing and making photo frames to display an image.

Areas of learning

We will be following the Gloucestershire 
scheme learning about Muslims and 
Christians. We will also be considering a 
significant place in the locality; namely 
Tewkesbury Abbey

History/Geography

P.S.H.C.E
(Personal, Social, Health and Citizenship Education)

R.E

As Dancers and Gymnasts, we will be 
learning:

Dance – Fire of London dance

Gymnastics- Balancing using different parts 
of our bodies on the floor and on 
apparatus.

Computing

Music

P.E

As Musicians we will:
Engage in lots of group singing and singing 
in a round.
Enjoy learning songs and singing 
Use a range of percussion instruments to 
learn about long and short notes.

As thinkers we will look at:
The spiritual and moral development we will devise 
class rules and think about how we care for each 
other.  We will think about how we can learn from 
and remember the past.  We will look at different 
ways of remembering key events and people in 
history and in our everyday lives. Begin to develop 
and appreciation of their heritage as well as their 
nationality. 

As proud members of a community we will:
learn about the service provided by the Fire 
Brigade.  We will find out about the job they do 
and how they work towards keeping us safe.

As Historians we will be discovering what really happened in 
1666…..

The Great Fire of London – major events in London’s past that 
have shaped the city.

As Geographers we will become explorers by finding out:

London as our capital city: a comparison with Tewkesbury –
Where is London?  Why is London important? landmarks of 
London- linked to History and making comparisons between 
London and Tewkesbury.

As caring citizens of The John Moore Primary School we will be 
thinking all about: 

Keeping Safe - We will be exploring the topic of keeping safe, 
thinking about when we feel safe, where we feel safe and what 
makes us feel safe. 

Healthy and Safer Lifestyles – we will discover more on staying 
healthy, both physically and emotionally– links with Science.

As Computer Wizards we will be:

Developing  understanding of coding and 
computer language. 

Looking at routes – Controlling a floor turtle. 
And inputting directions.

Questions and Answers – Asking and 
investigating questions and data handling.

Spiritual and moral

Communities
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